




C1Q1: We consider the short term lending model causes detriment to consumers and
that the detriment is significant.
C1Q2: We consider that ASIC has accurately indentified the detriment caused by the
short term lending model as outlined in the Consultation Paper.
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David* connected with LawRight through a homelessness support agency in a regional area.
He had been homeless for a significant period, sometimes sleeping rough and sometimes
staying in homeless hostels. Related to his period of homelessness and experience of
trauma, David’s physical and mental health was poor. Unemployed, David’s only income was
a basic Centrelink payment. He lived day-to-day and was in significant debt.
Cigno gave David $175 without completing an assessment of his capacity to repay the loan
or its suitability under the Act. David defaulted immediately but made sporadic payments
when he could.
By the time he saw LawRight, David had paid Cigno over $400. However, the various
dishonour and account keeping fees amounted to over $1,400. David was asked to pay over
$1,200 to finalise the debt, approximately 700% of the original loan.




Lesley* is a single mother with significant, multiple heath concerns. She was a survivor of
domestic violence and raised her child on a NewStart allowance.
At the time Cigno gave her a loan of $175 it completed an assessment of her bank account
that showed she was overdrawn for 30% of the prior three months.
Despite this, under her agreement with Cigno Lesley was required to make four fortnightly
payments of $93. Unsurprisingly, Lesley defaulted immediately.
By the time she saw LawRight, Lesley had paid Cigno $175. However, the various dishonour
and account keeping fees amounted to over $950, which Lesley was asked to pay to finalise
the debt, approximately 550% of the original loan.

Kurt* is a young aboriginal man with a long history of homelessness. He had been accessing
homelessness services since the age of 16 after leaving a historically disadvantaged
Aboriginal community.
Cigno failed to provide any evidence it had completed an assessment of Kurt’s capacity to
repay the loan or its appropriateness.
Kurt was unable to make any payments under the agreement. By the time he saw LawRight,
Cigno was asking Kurt to pay over $900 to finalise the debt, approximately 500% of the
original loan.
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When she connected with LawRight, Jenny* was over $8,000 in debt to a variety of nontraditional lenders including small amount credit providers, high interest lenders and
pawnbrokers.
Her income was a Newstart allowance, she was supported by a women’s support service
and she spoke English as a second language. Her financial position had been dire for some
time.
Cigno gave Jenny $120 without a formal assessment of her capacity to repay the loan or
its suitability under the Act. Jenny defaulted immediately but made sporadic payments
when she could.
By the time she saw LawRight, Jenny had paid Cigno $180. However, the various
dishonour and account keeping fees amounted to over $1,200. Jenny was asked to pay
over $1,150 to finalise the debt, approximately 900% of the original loan.

C1Q3: We agree with ASIC’s proposal to make an intervention order by way of
legislative intervention prohibiting credit providers and their associates from providing
short term credit and collateral services except in accordance with a condition which
limits the total fees that can be charged.
C1Q4: We consider the alternative options proposed by ASIC in the Consultation
Paper would be unlikely to achieve the identified objectives of preventing detriment to
vulnerable consumers.
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